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Mirror Mirror 

Smart lamp attached on the mirror that is designed to assist morning make up 

 

Key features 

In dorms, mirror is attached on closet. If room isn't bright, make-up requires more concentration 

and thus time. So I designed a lamp that could be attached on mirror which lights on if there is a 

person nearby. Not only ultrasonic-sensor detects distance, but also Passive Infrared sensor is used 

in case of closet being closed. So, when PIR sensor detects human movement and when human get 

closer to mirror, lights on. The lamp will be turned off if user steps away, or PIR sensors are not-

activated. 

 Additional function is alarm. It is difficult to track time when focusing on make-up. When user sets 

time among 5,10,15,20 minutes, vibrations will be used as an alarm: single-vibration at 1/3&two-

vibrations at 2/3 of the setting-time passed. Lastly, when setting-time is done, perfume will be 

sprinkled. Using various methods other than visual, user can detect time with user’s eyes keep 

attention to make-up.  

 

What I learned 

I felt how was I convenient to use ‘delay()’ function which is not allowed in this project. I paid 

attention when programming in order to make the effect of the high output values last few seconds 

more while taking account of noise values, outliers and the sensitivity of the sensor. When PIR 

sensors detect high output values, its effect lasts for a minute. Also, I had to make vibration motor 

vibrates during certain time. These were hard to make function without ‘delay()’ function.  

Also, I learned about error caused by delay in loop. Because various sensors and functions were 

used, I took close attention so that delays won't exist in the loops that could possibly influence 

output values. 

 From this project, I learned the importance of treating delay in hardware-software programming, 

which I couldn’t realize when I just studied only software programming.  


